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Abstract

This review examines the historical and contemporary factors driving im-
migrant worker precarity and the central role of race in achieving worker
justice. We build from the framework of racial capitalism and historicize
the legacies of African enslavement and Indigenous dispossession, which
have cemented an exclusionary economic system in the United States and
globally. We consider how racism and colonial legacies create migrant dis-
placement and shape the experiences of immigrant workers. We also detail
how racism permeates the immigration bureaucracy, driving migrant worker
precarity. The traditional labor movement has played an important role in
closing this gap, but increasingly so have worker centers and the immigrant
rights movement as a whole. These partnerships have had to navigate coali-
tional tensions as they build new strategies for realizing immigrant worker
rights.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States, 17% of the workforce is foreign-born (BLS 2022c), and nearly 5% of the
civilian workforce is undocumented (Passel & Cohn 2016). Many of these immigrants are among
the most vulnerable workers. Immigrant workers have higher labor-force participation rates than
do the native-born (BLS 2022c), but they also work some of the most dangerous jobs for low pay
and face an array of discriminatory and degrading work conditions. Overall, only approximately
13% of immigrants in the United States come from Europe or Canada, and only 17.7% identify
asWhite alone, not Hispanic (Budiman et al. 2020). TheseWhite immigrants also have the lowest
rates of poverty and highest rates of home ownership. Importantly, wide gulfs persist by race for
US immigrants, which reflects what Robinson (2020) dubs “the centrality of race in structuring
social and labor hierarchies in capitalist economies.”

Scholars, policy makers, and advocates have shone a light on the factors driving inequities for
low-wage immigrant workers of color. Headlines often feature largely Latino immigrant farm-
workers laboring in extreme heat in California’s Central Valley, Asian immigrant women laboring
for meager piece-rate wages in garment districts, Caribbean immigrant women who work as
nannies and home health aides, and the ubiquitous sight of immigrant men at day labor sites
throughout the county. Low-wage immigrant work in the United States reflects the current de-
mands but also historical exclusions for foreign labor throughout the history of the country. It also
reflects the racialization of African Americans and Indigenous peoples.

We draw from the framework of racial capitalism to center race in the discussion of immigrant
worker justice. Doing so reminds us that the historical and contemporary factors driving immi-
grant worker precarity cannot be understood without acknowledging the legacies of how racism
has been embedded in systems of capital accumulation and employer–employee relations. Racial
capitalism can be understood, Leong (2013) explains, as the process of deriving social and eco-
nomic value from the perceived racial identity of another person. These inequities persisted even
as law changed. Racial exclusions become embedded in labor relations over time and impact who
employers hire, the conditions to which workers are subject, and the barriers and pathways for
pursuing worker justice.

Most poignantly, the long arc of African enslavement and Indigenous dispossession and geno-
cide has cemented an exclusionary economic system in the United States and globally. These same
forces can be traced to the creation of a sizable immigrant workforce in the United States that has
no access to citizenship rights. Campos-Medina et al. (2023) note that the historical legacies of
racism become connected as the displaced emigrants from colonized regions of Latin America
come to the United States to work for low wages in industries once relegated to enslaved Black
people. The concentration of these immigrant workers in low-wage and dangerous occupations
in the United States today has been dubbed the “brown collar workforce” (Catanzarite 2000). Im-
migration policies have in effect curated employer preferences for seemingly pliant immigrants
(Waldinger & Lichter 2003).

Laws meant to promote worker justice often have loopholes and exclusions that have dis-
proportionate impacts on immigrant workers of color. Even though immigrants enjoy some
protections for wages and working conditions, employers have few incentives to comply with
those protections. For example, the 1935 National Labor Relations Act strengthened oppor-
tunities for workers to engage in collective action. Even so, racist and sexist exclusions became
codified, as agricultural and domestic workers were left out of the Act (Glenn 2009). Other
statutory protections include the Fair Labor Standards Act, the many civil rights–era protections,
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act. The latter was passed nearly six decades after the
devastating Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire of 1911, where 146 women (mostly Jewish and Italian
immigrants) perished in an industrial fire that could have been prevented were it not for employer
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greed and government neglect (Hyman 2000). Although considered White today, these women
were absolutely racialized as non-White during this era (Perlmann 2005), a designation that was
buttressed by their working-class status.

Accessing the immigrant worker justice regime is a formidable task for immigrant workers of
color.Only 6.1% of private sector workers in the United States are represented by a union (Hirsch
et al. 2022). Without access to help from a union or other community group, worker rights are
hard to access. Employers can often fire them with impunity. Individual claims-making through
existing federal, state, and local bureaucracies and courts has become a last line of defense.Yet these
“fire-alarm” strategies of labor enforcement are especially challenging for immigrant workers who
lack work authorization, and who are simultaneously among the most vulnerable (Griffith 2011).
This further reinforces poor working conditions that are often correlated with each other. Indeed,
unpaid hours are often the first indicator of myriad other workplace abuses. Although conditions
have improved since the major statutory victories for workers in the twentieth century, these gains
have not been uniform. Latinos are the only racial-ethnic group whose work-related fatality rate
has continued to rise in the United States (BLS 2022b), and the vast majority of those deaths are
foreign-born Latino workers (BLS 2022a).

Immigrant workers of color often work in jobs located in some of the most deregulated and
segregated areas of the low-wage economy. As union levels plummet, flexibilization (Fraser 2003)
and the fissuring (Weil 2014) of employment relations intensify the deregulation of low-wage
work. Although there seems to be a current uptick in public support for labor unions (McCarthy
2022), current laws make a substantial increase in actual unionization unlikely. This is in part due
to the blurring of the employment relationship (the foundation of statutory protections), through
subcontracting, the increase in gig work, and the misclassification of independent contractors.
This blurring fosters the conditions that lead to poor wages and working conditions. For exam-
ple, subcontracted janitors typically have no recourse against a prime contractor who hired them,
day laborers classified as independent contractors have no access to workers’ compensation insur-
ance, and workers hired through temp agencies are not usually eligible for union representation.
These mechanisms help employers evade prohibitions against hiring unauthorized workers (who
constitute almost 5% of the civilian workforce, and far more in low-wage industries) (Budiman
2020).

In this regard, we are interested in how laws—and the bureaucracies and agents that imple-
ment them—create inequalities through institutional norms and the use of discretion in both
labor investigations and immigration enforcement actions (Lipsky 1980). Legal classifications can
be very reductionist and institutionalize power differences. As Minow (1990, p. 1) writes, they
can “express and implement prejudice, racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, [and] intolerance of differ-
ence” and can institutionalize power hierarchies. In the immigration law sphere, this can happen
through classifications of immigration status that range from the most underprivileged group (un-
documented) to the most privileged group (citizens). A central tenet of the study of law and social
science (Lempert & Sanders 1986) is to consider how race shapes and stratifies social life. Law can
differentiate who is in and who is out. The implementation of law enforcement can privilege some
groups over others, for example. In this article, we examine immigrant worker justice through this
lens. We demonstrate how immigration law differentiates immigrant workers of color in unique
ways through hierarchical and exclusionary structures. We also trace these differences to the his-
torical legacies of racial discrimination that persist in the contemporary period of “color blind”
laws (Carbado & Roithmayr 2014, Lucas 2008).

This review offers a framework for understanding the historical and contemporary factors driv-
ing immigrant worker precarity, centering race and racialization as an analytical frame.We begin
by considering theories of racialized immigrant labor. We then review how racism and colonial
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legacies create migrant displacement and in turn impact the experiences of immigrant workers.
We point to research that uncovers how immigration policy and its implementation drive migrant
worker precarity, and the elusive nature of labor protections for immigrant workers. We end by
reviewing the efforts underway to move toward greater immigrant worker justice. We highlight
the role of the traditional labor movement, but also the increasing importance of worker centers,
many of which are centering racial/ethnic identity as an organizing paradigm.

THEORIZING RACIALIZED IMMIGRANT LABOR

In the US social sciences, there has long been a tendency to consider the study of immigrant in-
tegration as quite apart from the legacies of racial inequality in the United States. Early work on
immigrant life focused largely on concerns around immigrant assimilation toward the mainstream
(Gordon 1964) and later focused on downward or segmented assimilation in the second genera-
tion (Portes 2007). Early accounts often assumed immigrants would enjoy pathways to civic and
political inclusion. Yet legalizations have been stalled for almost four decades, and reprieves from
deportation have been narrow and hotly contested. Thus, for immigrants who are undocumented,
and even those who enjoy a limited reprieve from deportation and exclusion from the labor mar-
ket, the best they can hope for is a sort of “bounded integration” (Campos-Medina 2019). Critics
of these earlier assimilationist paradigms have also argued that they often fail to account for strat-
ification and the centrality of white supremacy, anti-Blackness, and Indigenous erasure (Ramírez
2020). “Presenting a racialized immigrant counter story to the master narrative of the assimilated
immigrant not only challenges the myth of meritocracy, it also exposes White privilege,” argues
Romero (2008, p. 33).

Subsequent theories of the dual or secondary labor market have examined how immigrant ex-
clusion becomes racialized, as the stratification of immigrant workers of color becomes solidified
in subsequent generations. For example, Telles & Ortiz (2008) point to the persistent inequality
for racialized Mexican Americans, especially in education and work. Feminist scholars have been
among the first to caution conclusions of progress, without also considering the work of women
of color (African Americans, as well as migrant women) to support, for example, the large-scale
movement of White women into the labor force (Glenn 1992). As the US South has been trans-
formed by Latino migrant labor, other studies examined how these workers become racialized in
relation to Black workers, who are often pitted against them (Brown et al. 2018). Race relations
have also been a key theme of shop-floor ethnographies in industries ranging from meat process-
ing (Ribas 2015, Stuesse 2016) to garment processing in urban centers (Milkman 2006, Milkman
& Ott 2014).

White supremacy is core to understanding the creation and maintenance of racial hierarchies
in the United States, but also at a global scale. Leading Asian and Latina scholars such as Espiritu
(2014) and Anzaldúa (Keating & Anzaldúa 2009), and the long progeny of scholars who build
on their interventions, have challenged the presumed natural state of borders, citizenship, and
nations. As such, the categories of race, nativity, and citizenship cease to be objective and static
categories in the wake of colonialism, militarization, and conquest.

A rich tradition of scholars has combined the perspectives of “race, class, and gender,” as many
sociological texts are often titled.Collins and colleagues have argued that the perspectives of Black
women provide insight into the interlocking nature of oppression and the structural forms of
racism and patriarchy undergirding American life as a whole (Andersen & Collins 2004). Collins’s
(2019) work helps us understand the factors driving social inequality and the necessary conditions
for social change. This was also the key insight of the Combahee River Collective, which rejected
a neutral class struggle typical of Marxian approaches (Lee & Tapia 2021). These insights have a
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long tradition in sociological thought, and especially the often-marginalized scholarship of ethnic
studies, postcolonial studies, and feminist and gender studies.

Taken together, these intersections of immigration, labor, and race demand at least two lines
of inquiry: (a) the histories of racism and colonialism that produce migrant worker displacement
and precarity and (b) a careful consideration of the contemporary structures of racial capitalism
that legitimate the degradation of immigrant work (Robinson & Santos 2014). These structures
include the labor and immigration laws as written, as well as the legal institutions and bureaucra-
cies that implement them. This review draws especially on recent work by Lee & Tapia (2021),
who call for a “critical industrial relations theory” that centers how systemic oppression shapes
socially constructed identities. Specifically, the state has sanctioned immigrant worker precar-
ity. Historical forms of race discrimination, colonial legacies following conquest, and geopolitical
allegiances/hostilities (e.g., Cuba,Nicaragua,Ukraine) produce racialized categories of immigrant
inclusion and exclusion.

HISTORICIZING RACIALIZED IMMIGRANT LABOR

Often studies of immigration tend to myopically look at the contemporary moment, while over-
looking how legal and scientific categories, distinctions of race, nativity, and immigration status,
reflect long-fought boundaries of power in society and between nation-states. The project of
nation-building is a process of defining the self by policing the bounds of the other. Mechanisms
of immigrant exclusion and surveillance today have direct through lines to legal frameworks es-
tablished during enslavement and Indigenous displacement, dispossession, and genocide. Often
forgotten is that citizenship was not conferred to Indigenous peoples in the United States until
1924 (Volpp 2015). Although the Fourteenth Amendment conferred full citizenship to African
Americans three years after emancipation in 1868, civil rights scholars have long argued that this
did not become a fully legally protected reality until civil rights legislation a century later (Gates
et al. 2012). These exclusions of Black and Indigenous populations are the grounds upon which
the United States built the exclusion of non-White immigrant populations (Treitler 2013).

Scholars have examined how free trade and neoliberal policies working hand in handwith state-
sanctioned violence have led to massive displacement of primarily poor people of color ( Jenkins &
Leroy 2021). Neocolonial military interventions and proxy wars have helped solidify the United
States as a global superpower. This is the central tenet of the growing field of critical refugee
studies (Espiritu & Duong 2022). The history and imperialist violence of French Indochina and
the US wars in Southeast Asia, for example, become central to understanding the experiences of
Southeast Asian refugees and later generations of migrants (Vang 2020). Similarly, any inquiry
into the state of Central American migrants in the United States must take account of the scars
of Spanish colonialism, US neocolonialism, Indigenous genocide, and civil war (Abrego 2017).
The United States has also created channels of labor extraction beyond its border in its colonies
and former territories. For example, neocolonial andmilitarized relationships with the Philippines
(Capozzola 2020) and Puerto Rico (Ayala &Bernabe 2009) also created demands for military labor
and established direct migrant routes to help facilitate their movement.

Legacies of enslavement, Indigenous genocide, and colonialism also shape migration flows and
the experiences of migrants in receiving contexts. The lasting effects of conquest on racialized in-
equality in the Global South are undeniable, and the entire fields of Third-World and Ethnic
Studies have been dedicated to centering global white supremacy as the driving factor for under-
standing modernity. Studies of racial capitalism have focused on how neoliberal forces, as well as
white supremacy and patriarchy, drive migrant flows and settlement (Golash-Boza et al. 2019). In
the words of Sri Lankan–origin British citizen Ambalavaner Sivanandan, “We are here because
you were there” (quoted in Patel 2021b).
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To be sure, racism can take many forms and can evolve over time. For example, long-standing
research on race and religion has documented how Christianity has been part and parcel of racial
and colonial discourse in the Global South in particular. At the turn of the twentieth century, the
racialization of Irish and Italian immigrants was intricately tied to anti-Catholic sentiment. Today,
Islamophobia has become a central form of racialized exclusion.

Yet, the experience of anti-Black racism remains central to our analysis. Black peoples around
the world have fought for freedom from enslavement, then independence, and then for many, the
right to migrate. The case of the Haitian diaspora is particularly telling, as the first successful
slave revolt, which was followed by years of colonial debt, ongoing intervention from the United
States and other international forces, and the propping up of devastating dictatorship (Dubuisson
2022, Trouillot 1995). Anti-Blackness is a form of racism particular to phenotypically “Black”
persons, which operates on a global scale with regional and local contours. Haiti’s history (and
present) illuminates the importance of centering anti-Blackness as an analytical perspective for
immigration scholarship writ large.

Kretsedemas (2022, p. 159) calls on migration scholars to “accurately explain how these ex-
periences of suffering are perpetuated by established institutions and the dominant culture,”
recognizing that “there are racisms that differ in kind and not just by degree.” Understanding
the role of anti-Blackness in the development of US immigration policy does not negate, for ex-
ample, anti-Asian exclusion in the United States, Kretsedemas argues. How we understand the
development of modern deportation logics, in fact, can be tied back not only to logics of enslave-
ment and slave catching but also to interdiction on the high seas, and the exclusions at the US
southern border designed to keep out would-be asylum seekers from all over the world.

The histories of anti-Blackness in the United States help reveal the long historical arc of pro-
ducing racialized legal ex/inclusion and illegality (Ngai 2004), ranging from the early days of
enslavement and disenfranchisement to Asian exclusion, and ultimately to contemporary border
militarization efforts ( Jones 2021). Whereas European and Canadian migrants were given access
historically to pathways to legal entry and forms of administrative discretion that would “unmake”
their illegality, these avenues were largely foreclosed for Mexican migrants in particular (Ngai
2003). Legal entry has never been race neutral, even after the 1965 repeal of the blatantly racist
1921 and 1924 acts, which pegged visas for legal entry to those national origins that mostly re-
flected theWhite and European demography of the United States at the time.The civil rights–era
1965 Hart–Celler Act led to an increase of migrants from Asia and Latin America and a demo-
graphic overhaul of US immigration (Massey & Pren 2012). Yet, the Hart–Celler Act also drove
up undocumented immigration, as the overwhelming number of Mexicans and other low-wage
immigrant workers from the Global South still had no path to legal migration.

Since the abolition of national origin quotas, immigration policy has been formally “color-
blind,” a thin veil that was pulled back during the Trump administration’s efforts to shut down
refugee flows from those (largelyMuslimmajority) countries requiring “extreme vetting” (Wadhia
2019). The racialization of “national security threats” has a long arc. The internment of Japanese
migrants (and even citizens) is one of the deepest stains on US history, and after 9/11, the racial-
ization of South Asian, Arab, and Muslim immigrants in particular as “national security threats”
continues to have reverberations two decades later (Rodriguez 2008).

HOW THE LAW RACIALIZES IMMIGRANT LABOR

We now turn to four areas where the law racializes immigrant workers. We start by considering
the effects of an area of law dubbed “crimmigration” (Stumpf 2006) at the intersection of criminal
law and immigration law, and the role of policing in immigrant communities. We then consider
how immigration and employment (“immployment”) laws direct immigration enforcement at the
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workplace, thus impeding the enforcement of worker rights (Griffith 2011). We discuss the tem-
porary foreign worker (or guestworker) programs that provide temporary permission to migrate
(often to former colonizing nations) but do so through an inflexible and one-sided employment
contract tied to a single employer. Finally,we highlight how the law shapes the experiences of other
non-employment-based temporary migrants (who enjoy labor market mobility), whose temporary
permission to reside and work introduces enormous uncertainty to their lives.

Crimmigration

To begin, we consider how the racialized policing–to–deportation pipeline impacts immigrant
workers. Even in the contemporary formally race-neutral era of immigration policy, the crim-
inalization of immigrants is a core mechanism of racialization (Menjívar et al. 2018), with
disproportionate impacts of everyday policing for immigrants of color (Armenta 2016). Black mi-
grants inhabit a contradictory space of “model minority,” while also being subject to the long
legacies of Black enslavement and racism (Sanya 2021). Immigrant detention and deportation in
the United States is also imprinted by racial hierarchies, with disproportionate levels of detention
and deportation for Latinomen in particular (Golash-Boza &Hondagneu-Sotelo 2013).Growing
attention has also been paid to the increasing number of displaced Black migrants subject to state
violence at the border (Adossi et al. 2018). The tools of immigration enforcement in policing do
not operate in a vacuum and grew out of policies tied to the US war on drugs. Enforcement in
the name of the war on drugs has targeted poor Black and Latino communities and has helped
fuel border militarization efforts (Abrego et al. 2017), in turn criminalizing many low-wage im-
migrant workers of color (Gomberg-Muñoz 2012). Fears around immigration enforcement pose
a challenge to mobilization efforts. Immigrants sometimes fear participating in large-scale actions
that could attract police presence, or even everyday interactions with law enforcement (Armenta
& Alvarez 2017) or other social services that some fear can entangle them in surveillance and
detention efforts (Bernstein et al. 2020, Capps et al. 2020).

Immployment

Beyond criminal law enforcement, a critical aspect of immigration enforcement operates at the
workplace and has racialized effects. The policy of employer verification of immigrant work au-
thorization and employer sanctions operates to disadvantage immigrant workers of color. This
policy—originally envisioned to deter employers from hiring unauthorized workers (the vast
majority of whom are from the Americas and Asia)—actually made immigrant workers more
vulnerable. The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act created employer sanctions, which
made it illegal for employers to knowingly hire an unauthorized worker and made the work-
place a site of immigration enforcement. This policy has given employers power by putting them
in an immigration enforcement role (by requiring them to verify workers’ authorization). It has
given nefarious employers an additional tool to retaliate with (immigration consequences) and has
fostered the view that immigrant workers lack employment protections (Garcia 2012). Acknowl-
edging the likely racialized impacts of this policy, simultaneous protections were put in place to
outlaw national origin discrimination based on a presumption of a worker’s likely status (EEOC
2002). These practices not only act as a screening tool for employers but also generate data for the
state that in turn become critical for worker surveillance. For example, large-spectacle worksite
raids, as well as systemic audits of employment authorization records (also known as silent raids),
have turned work into an immigration enforcement site since the mid-1980s (Griffith & Gleeson
2019). The vast majority of the immigrants caught up in these actions are Latino workers and
other immigrants of color. These forms of governmentality are on the rise across the globe and
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reflect a broader trend toward devolution (Lahav 1998) and “decentered regulation” that has been
carried out increasingly by nongovernmental bodies (Black 2002, Fernandez 2013). The claims-
driven system of labor standards enforcement in the United States is eroded by this widespread
surveillance and ongoing threat of deportation of the 8 million unauthorized workers who are also
among the most vulnerable to workplace abuse.

These enforcement efforts do not simply operate through the actions of local law enforce-
ment and immigration agents working in the interior. When the workplace itself becomes an
arena for immigration enforcement, it erodes workplace protections for undocumented and other
liminal-status workers (the overwhelming majority who are people of color) and constrains their
mobility within the low-wage labor market (Gleeson 2016). Surveillance technologies multiply
mechanisms of worker control (Sampaio 2015) and degrade their access to workplace rights. This
is buttressed by laws and decisions that call into question the fundamental protections afforded
to unauthorized workers. Although unauthorized workers are formally covered by most labor and
employment protections, they are ineligible for important remedies to backpay under the Supreme
Court decisionHoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc., v.NLRB (2002).Though some states (most notably
California andNewYork) have attempted to close this gap by strengthening retaliation protections
for undocumented workers, protections are exceedingly difficult to realize.

Meanwhile, employers in turn are given an additional tool to threaten and fire immigrant
workers or retaliate via threats around immigration enforcement. Though immigration enforce-
ment policies are facially neutral, the disproportionate impact has been on workers of color and
their families. Efforts to surveil, detain, and deport (which operate increasingly through work-
placemechanisms) have had devastating impacts formixed-status families that include native-born
and citizen spouses, siblings, and children (Abrego 2019). As Chen (2020, p. 6) argues, this focus
has created “negative effects on their sense of social belonging, economic opportunities, civic
participation, and interactions with legal institutions.”

Guestworker Regimes

Although most of the focus on the precarity generated by immigration law has focused on unau-
thorized populations, this is not the only way that immigration law racializes immigrant workers.
One prime example has been temporary foreign worker—also known as guestworker—programs.
These are often a living legacy of colonial power over racialized workers and allow foreign
workers—mostly from poor nations in the Global South—to work in the United States on a
temporary basis. Modern-day “coolies,” as some authors have referred to today’s guestworkers,
continue to face policies that legally subjugate them at the workplace (Rodriguez& Saucedo 2022).
H-2A guestworkers in the United States, for example, are harder to unionize, and by definition
are more likely to work seasonal contracts with little opportunity for mobility.

The political maintenance of these programs is premised on cultural assumptions that harken
back to eugenic explanations of worker productivity (Lee 2017). For example, as Lee (2017, p. 36)
explains, labor agencies sell their services in part by extoling “Mexican workers as ‘happy agreeable
people’ with a ‘strong work ethic’ that are often ‘underemployed.’” In doing so, temporary foreign
worker (or guestworker) programs racialize (and gender) skill for the entire labor force by creating
a hierarchy of workers presumed to have a unique capacity for certain tasks.

Guestworker programs are not a new invention or limited to the United States (Martin 2017).
They have been denounced in contexts ranging from Qatar (where temporary foreign workers
comprise the vast majority of the workforce and are paid variable rates depending on their country
of origin) (Iskander 2021) to Canada, where guestworkers are often unionized but are also subject
to rampant blacklisting of those workers who complain or attempt to mobilize their rights, in
an effort to maintain a pliable export labor force (Vosko 2016). Guestworkers comprise a much
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smaller component of the migrant workforce in the United States relative to other countries.
However, these workers—mainly from Latin America and the Caribbean—are still a significant
segment of some key agricultural and seasonal industries (Costa 2017). As their right to reside in a
country is tied to their single employer, contesting poor working conditions runs the risk of losing
legal status altogether if they are fired or not invited back the following season. The exploitation
of temporary foreign workers not only is relevant to their well-being but also degrades industry
standards as a whole.

Temporary Non-Status

Finally, millions of workers exist in liminal legal spaces of non-status (Heeren 2015), often under
the rubric of humanitarian relief. These workers provide a useful perspective on the racializing
impact of immigration law, for example via the Temporary Protected Status (TPS) program. TPS
provides a revokable 6–18-month reprieve from deportation, paired with work authorization.The
program emerged in response to the denial of refugee status to Central Americans during the US
intervention and continued in the region. Meanwhile, Cuban refugees (coded largely as White)
were swiftly granted refugee status and unique access to nearly immediate asylum, driven mostly
by Cold War anxieties against communism. Black Haitians, who live nearly adjacent to Cuba
but inhabit a distinct geopolitical position that is often the target of US military interventions,
also were subject to a racialized double standard of enforcement and limited humanitarian relief
via TPS (Kretsedemas 2022). The TPS program has benefited thousands, but also trapped them
in a status of “alien citizenship” that grants them a reprieve from deportation and the right
to work but no path to citizenship (Bosniak 2006). Though TPS workers are eligible to work,
the uncertainty of their status can scuttle their ability to get and remain in a job, leaving many
workers afraid to complain.

The TPS designation is not a blanket benefit but rather a highly politicized status provided
to immigrants from particular countries that have curried the favor of a sympathetic legislature
or executive. The largest categories of TPS beneficiaries are Central Americans (El Salvador,
Honduras, and Nicaragua) and Haitians. However, the application (and decertification) of
TPS (and other forms of relief such as asylum) is highly racialized (FitzGerald 2019, Hamlin
2021). President Trump attempted to cancel the TPS program and made enormous progress in
retrenching the refugee program and asylum procedures, after deriding the countries who most
benefitted. He is famed to have said, “Why are we having all these people from shithole countries
come here?” Although provocative rhetoric, which countless scholars have pointed to as the apex
of President Trump’s racist slurs, this statement also reflects a deeper “discourse of denigration” in
the United States and beyond (Butler et al. 2018, McIntosh & Mendoza-Denton 2020). He then
solidified his racist appeal with a request to bring more immigrants fromNorway or Asia (Dawsey
2018). Today, the continued double standard has caught the attention of mainstream media. “Im-
migrants from majority Black and brown countries seeking protection have spent months and, in
some cases, years waiting to be granted Temporary Protected Status (TPS),” one journalist noted.
“Yet the U.S. granted Ukraine TPS with the swiftness of the wind” (Rodriguez Del Orbe 2022).

TPS recipients live in limbo and still contend with a laundry list of bureaucratic hassles
and uncertainties (Gleeson & Griffith 2020). As noncitizens, these workers are completely
unprotected against discrimination on the basis of their lawful status (Dep. Justice Civ. Rights
Div. 2015). Although not explicitly race based, this type of legalized de facto racism is argued
based on “citizenship,” not race, color, language, or any of the other factors that are protected by
civil rights legislation. Yet, these designations remain highly racialized, as with other categories
of relief like asylum, which is also wildly unevenly applied (TRAC 2020). Ultimately, the uncer-
tainty of programs like TPS represents a space of “liminal legality” that also makes it hard for
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immigrant workers to plan for the future, provide for their families, and access other types of
social protection from which noncitizens are excluded (Hallett 2014). They have also, however,
become a major rallying point for labor leaders and immigrant advocates.

KEY ACTORS IN CENTERING RACE IN IMMIGRANT
WORKER JUSTICE

Given power imbalances between employers and workers, civil society organizations and labor
advocacy groups are critical to achieving immigrant worker justice.These advocates have deployed
several strategies to work toward centering race in immigrant worker justice. These include the
efforts of an array of actors, including worker organizations, immigrant advocacy groups, and
transnational networks. Each of these actors has a distinct relationship to laws around collective
concerted activity and worker rights but also has approached the issue of race and immigration in
distinct ways. Below we reveal the role each has played and then outline the challenges they face
in confronting worker precarity, immigrant criminalization, and racial injustice.

Worker Organizations

One primary area of immigrant worker justice, and thus key to centering race in these efforts mov-
ing forward, has been worker organizations—both union and nonunion. They organize workers
to try to improve wages and working conditions and to impact policies that shape immigrant lives
at work.

Unions are cornerstone institutions for labor advocacy. Their approach to immigration and
racial justice has set the tone for much of worker justice advocacy and has influence in policy
discussions. Although they also play an important role in politics and help with the enforcement
of existing worker rights, labor unions tend to focus their organizing efforts on achieving collective
bargaining agreements that provide protections that go above statutory minimums. As Rosenfeld
(2014) chronicles, in the last century, unions were the single most important factor in improving
the lot of workers. Despite plummeting membership and representation, unions persist and are
still arguably the strongest voice for national policies around labor and work. Unions also remain
important institutions of regulating industries through collective bargaining agreements, high-
profile campaigns, and legislative efforts to enact policies that can strengthen worker protections,
especially for undocumented workers (Bacon 2018). Labor unions have had to grapple with the
sordid legacy of the labor movement vis-à-vis immigrant workers and workers of color (Hamlin
2008). It is undeniable that, historically, much of the formal US labor leadership had deep ties to
nationalism, xenophobia, and racism (Burgoon et al. 2010). Even African American migrant labor
during the Great Migration (1910–1970) was “ignored by all but the most philanthropic labor
unions” (Hahamovitch 2002, p. 89). The AFL-CIO (American Federation of Labor and Congress
of Industrial Organizations), initially a proponent of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control
Act’s employer sanctions, reversed this position only in 2000 (largely at the behest of immigrant
women of color labor leaders) (Hamlin 2008).

Labor scholars have noted that the union movement must acknowledge and repair the
inequality and discrimination of the past (Lee & Tapia 2021). One bright spot for labor unions,
and a source of revitalization during an era of decline, are successful efforts to organize im-
migrant workers of color, often in conjunction with nonunion groups such as worker centers.
Immigrants have become a key focus of organizing efforts, especially in metropolitan areas like
Los Angeles and New York (Milkman 2006, Milkman & Ott 2014). The now-antiquated notion
that undocumented and other vulnerable immigrant workers cannot be organized has long been
dismissed (Adler et al. 2014). For example, in the United States, the two-decade-old group Justice
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for Janitors (Service Employee International Union) has targeted a range of issues across the
United States, including subcontracting of building maintenance services, and the shift to an
immigrant workforce that began to displace African Americans in these posts (UCLA Labor
Cent. 2022). In Canada, guestworkers through the Seasonal and Agricultural Workers Program
(largely from Latin America) and the Live-In Caregiver Program (largely from the Philippines)
have also gained traction through the United Food and Commercial Workers. This union too
works with grassroots advocates, who also have repeatedly called for reform of the Temporary
Foreign Worker Program (UFCW 2022).

Immigrant workers have revitalized many labor unions and have also presented new priorities
and demands (Adler et al. 2014, Tapia & Alberti 2019). Collective bargaining agreements have
even created clauses with critical immigrant rights provisions, such as challenges to employer
collusion with immigration enforcement (e.g., E-Verify participation and cooperation with ad-
ministrative warrants), adequate time to grapple with immigration audits, and sometimes even
the right to counsel. These immigrant union worker victories have had far-reaching effects and
provided templates for statutory changes as well, such as California’s anti-retaliation legislation
targeting employers who would threaten to call immigration authorities (Bacon 2018). In Europe,
the sans-papiermovement has also codified opportunities for legalization to efforts toward worker
organizing (Barron et al. 2016). In the United States, the AFL-CIO (2001, 2017) has passed reso-
lutions calling for not only immigrant rights but also racial justice. Although labor scholars have
signaled that more work remains to be done at all levels of the labor movement, these statements
nonetheless represent a sharp turn from the movement’s nativist beginnings.

Beyond formal labor unions, new labor organizations, sometimes called worker centers or alt-
labor groups, have emerged that embrace labor, immigration, and racial justice themes (Fine et al.
2018). They are often nonprofit organizations with unstable funding sources (Gates et al. 2018).
Like unions, these groups often focus on improving working conditions, but unlike unions, their
primary strategy is not to obtain collective bargaining agreements. Instead, they use a mixture of
organizing, political, legal, and service advocacy to serve their constituents. They often organize
themselves more overtly around social identities like race and national origin and push for worker
rights alongside broader social justice goals.

Worker centers provide new paths to worker voice and challenge narrow legal frameworks for
collective organizing and community engagement (Turner & Cornfield 2007). This has included
a range of nonunion efforts to help individual workers pursue grievances with their employers
and to provide a vehicle for collective voice in jobs where unions are largely absent. These ef-
forts include a range of key industries and immigrant communities, such as South Asian domestic
workers (Boris & Nadasen 2008), Vietnamese nail salon workers (Chhetri et al. 2018), Caribbean
healthcare workers (Boris & Nadasen 2008), Muslim taxi workers (Mitra 2005), and even street
vendors (Rosales 2014). Some worker centers have also emerged to represent categories of im-
migrants, including guestworkers in the Seafood Workers Alliance, a project of the New Orleans
Workers’ Center for Racial Justice. Simultaneously, as the Black Worker Center movement ex-
pands, the growing Black immigrant population has become a part of their missions.These groups
have countered efforts to pit African American workers against immigrants, such as in the post-
Katrina construction industry, where worker safety and nonpayment of wages became endemic in
the rebuilding process (Pitts 2018).

Immigrant Social Movements and Policy Advocacy Groups

Grassroots immigrant social movements, as well as professional “grasstops” policy advocacy
groups, are also incorporating racial justice solidarity and campaigns into their work (Bada &
Gleeson 2019). In recent years, there have been nascent connections between immigrant justice
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groups and racial justice groups. Some key points of connection include the UndocuBlack move-
ment,which has shed light on the particular challenges facing Blackmigrants, especially against the
backdrop of police brutality and the movement for Black Lives. UndocuBlack immigrant organiz-
ers have revealed the increasing number of illegalized Black migrants and the joint sites of struggle
between the immigrant rights and Black justice movements (Wane & Coletu 2019). They do so
while also acknowledging the diversity of the Black migrant workforce and forms of exploitation
from within in key industries such as home health care (Covington-Ward 2021). Moreover, the
Haitian Bridge Alliance (HBA),with offices in SanDiego,California, as well as Tijuana,Tapachula,
and Reynosa, Mexico, provides both legal and humanitarian support for Haitian and other Black
transit migrants. HBA’s stated goal is to “transform the perception of the border from the mis-
guided stereotype that it only impacts a certain set of people to a trans-American, global space that
includes Black people—because immigration is a Black issue” (HBA 2022, emphasis in original).
Additionally, the now-iconic TPS Alliance (which has also partnered with theNational Day Labor
Organizing Network) has pushed for the preservation of TPS. This network similarly has had to
confront the exclusion of Haitian migrants from many Latino-dominant spaces (Huezo 2020).

Following the September 11 attacks, immigration advocacy groups brought to light the racial-
ized nature of policing. In a similar vein, critical race and ethnic studies scholars pushed labor
studies to examine the impacts of the national security state and creeping Islamophobia on the
“national security excuse” for the racial and religious profiling of Muslim immigrants at work and
beyond (Patel 2021a). On the ground, immigrant advocacy organizations such as DRUM (Desis
Rising Up & Moving) in New York City were enacting this analysis. They highlighted the forms
of labor exploitation that South Asian, Indo-Caribbean, and Muslim workers face in industries
ranging from construction to domestic work, restaurants, retail, and taxis (DRUM&CDP 2012).
This has pushed labor organizers to confront the spate of Islamophobia within the labor move-
ment and the need for both antidiscrimination protections and a rejection of law enforcement
surveillance that is ubiquitous in metropolitan areas like New York City.

More recently, immigrant advocacy groups have revealed that the rise in anti-Asian hate (or at
least awareness around it) has provided an opportunity to consider the sometimes-contradictory
impact of state power on immigrant workers of color. Following the mass murder of Asian women
who worked at an Atlanta-based massage parlor in 2021, for example, scholars and advocates have
shone a light on the failure to address the root causes driving some Asian migrant women to
migrate and often to work in criminalized industries. Feminist immigrant rights groups such as
Red Canary Song highlight the impact of these forms of policing on the well-being of women,
the lack of support for informal workers (including those in and adjacent to the criminalized sex
industry), and the emboldening of racialized violence against them (Lam et al. 2021).

Finally, advocates have pointed to the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on immigrants
and workers of color. These groups lacked the privilege to work from home, often had more
limited access to health care, and faced higher rates of infection. Latino immigrants in particular
comprised a disproportionate share of “excess deaths” in California, for example (Riley et al. 2021).
This was due in large part to the “occupational exposure” that these immigrants faced, but also
the reticence of the undocumented to seek medical care (Rodriguez-Diaz et al. 2020). Though a
compelling counternarrative to those that seek to criminalize immigrants or frame them as fiscal
burdens, the “essential worker narrative” (Svajlenka 2020) has been criticized for pitting some
deserving immigrant workers against other immigrants who are out of work, disabled, or otherwise
seen as not contributing to the US economy. This approach relies on “racist ideas of belonging”
that reflect a “way of valuing immigrants [tied] to the legacies of slavery and colonialism” (Aptekar
& Ticktin 2021).
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Transnational Labor Advocacy Networks

For worker organizations, immigrant social movements, and policy advocacy groups, cross border
strategies have become increasingly common. These “transnational advocacy networks,” as Keck
& Sikkink (1998) dubbed them, often work across borders to connect the needs and interests of
advocates in destination countries with those in origin countries. Yet, allies on either side of the
border often do so with a distinct set of strategies, interests, and goals that can complicate their
efforts (Anner & Evans 2004, Bada & Gleeson 2020).

For example, transnational advocacy groups have attempted to address the impacts of neolib-
eral policies on immigrant workers of color by attempting to legislate worker protection under
new generations of free trade deals, also highlighting the geopolitical imbalance between North
American governments. In their 2019 statement to the Immigration and Citizenship Subcom-
mittee of the US House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary, the H-2A and H-2B
guestworker worker advocacy group Centro de los Derechos del Migrante (CDM) made explicit
the connection between the dismal conditions of farmworkers (primarily from Mexico) and the
United States’s history of racism:

Farmworkers’ poor working and living conditions are intrinsically linked to our country’s broken immi-
gration system.The exclusion of farmworkers from basic labor protections such as the right to overtime
pay, which are rooted in our nation’s history of racism, are an important factor in the poor conditions
facing farmworkers and the instability in our agricultural labor system. (CDM 2019)

In their other work, the CDM has also partnered with local worker centers, who increasingly
represent Indigenous migrant workers in under-regulated industries and work arrangements.

These transnational labor advocates have also used the power of “soft law” (Albertson&Compa
2015), such as the many international covenants and binational labor accords (Serna de la Garza
2019), to bring demands on behalf of aggrieved migrant workers before international bodies (Bada
& Gleeson 2020). In doing so, they are pushing beyond the limited bounds of the nation-state to
compel both the receiving state and sending state to take responsibility for the precarious condi-
tions of vulnerable migrant workers. Various United Nations instruments, for example, include a
concern around “racism and discrimination against migrants” (Serna de la Garza 2019). Increas-
ingly, these are Indigenous migrants from poor agricultural communities ravaged by industrial
agricultural development.

CONCLUSION

This article has argued for the importance of centering race in how we understand the dynam-
ics of immigrant worker precarity and the possibility of immigrant worker justice. We began by
considering long-standing theories of racialization as they apply to immigrant labor. Taking im-
migrant labor in the United States as a standpoint, we then historicize the emergence of laws
that centrally shape the experiences of workers, which have antecedents in the legalized institu-
tions of enslavement and colonial intervention. Turning to the contemporary era, we look at the
recent emergence of laws that criminalize immigrants and racialized law enforcement processes
that facilitate immigrant surveillance and deportation. We highlight the important role that the
workplace plays in immigration enforcement and the detrimental impacts on workers’ ability to
access their rights.

Beyond the unauthorized population, we also highlight how temporary foreign worker pro-
grams (rooted often in colonial legacies of dispossession) keep migrant workers hemmed into
particular jobs and vulnerable. We then consider temporary programs (often through human-
itarian frameworks) that give migrants labor market flexibility but also introduce enormous
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uncertainty to their lives. We end by considering the various meso-level organizations that are
working to mediate the vulnerability of immigrant workers, harness their organizing power for
policy change, and make connections across borders to shed light on the global systems contribut-
ing to migrant displacement and exploitation at work. On each of these fronts, connections to the
struggles of workers of color have been central.

The theoretical implications of these insights are vast. What we have offered is an interlock-
ing power approach that recasts immigrant struggles through the joint concerns (even if distinct
in many ways) of workers of color more broadly. This suggests that a class lens alone is insuffi-
cient and that a homogenizing approach to labor struggle will not fully illuminate the foundations
of immigrant worker precarity. However, we have also cautioned the tendency to fixate on im-
migration status alone as the singular driver of immigrant worker precarity. Historical capitalist
relations, and at-will employment laws today, are all important foundations for immigrant worker
precarity. Further, beyond unauthorized workers, the examples of guestworkers and other cate-
gories of temporary status reveal that race has shaped immigrant exclusion across the gamut, and
that racialized immigrant enforcement practices have far-reaching effects.

Possibilities for immigrant worker justice must also grapple with the centrality of race. Im-
migrant worker justice must be understood within the broader framework of how racist labor
hierarchies of the past reverberate today. Worker “precarity” cannot be fully understood without
considering the ways that racism simultaneously structurally disadvantages low-wage immigrant
workers of color and affects their everyday experiences at work.The joining of labor, immigration,
and race scholarship, on historical and contemporary immigrant worker realities, is an essential
step forward. A racialized immigrant labor lens is also key to studies of movements for immigrant
worker justice. Despite some bright spots in organizing, major challenges persist that require an
intersectional lens and direct challenges to white supremacy and patriarchy (Crenshaw 1991).

In doing so, we need to think beyond just the state, and to consider the importance of social
movements and civil society for addressing the joint struggles of racial and immigrant injustice.
Alliances can be exceedingly difficulty to build (Van Dyke &McCammon 2010). Immigrant rights
groups have found an ally in the national, and many state, AFL-CIO leaders. However, racial
animus persists in many local labor movements as immigrant labor grows, and that is the heart of
where organizing is most pressing. And although immigrant rights groups have started to build
ties with racial justice groups, the familiar narratives of deservingness become a barrier to allyship.
The roles of abolitionist perspectives (for both immigration detention and the broader carceral
state that targets Black and Latino men in particular) and capitalist critiques (for understanding
migrant displacement and the disenfranchisement of communities of color writ large) remain
nascent points of solidarity.

As the world becomes smaller, efforts to enhance immigrant worker justice have increasingly
adopted a trans-border perspective that interrogates the lasting effects of slavery and colonial
legacies in both countries of origin and destination contexts (Bada &Gleeson 2019). For example,
Maich (2014) reveals the patterns of colonial and racialized relations for Latin American migrants
in Latin America and the United States. The struggle for immigrant worker justice requires an ac-
counting of historical racisms, but the specificity of each context (nation and city, industry, worker
identities) is critical as well. These transnational actors reveal too that the tools of fighting for im-
migrant worker justice need not simply be domestic labor agencies and district courts. The role
of global governance (at the United Nations, the International Labor Organization, and even the
Inter-American Commission onHumanRights) (Serna de la Garza 2019) inmarrying the national
protections of migrants and those against racism and xenophobia gives advocates yet another tool
for mobilization at the global scale.
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As we consider a law and social science research agenda for understanding immigrant worker
justice, we return to a central tenet of the field: The gap between laws on the books and law in
action is vast (Calavita 2010). Yet is also difficult to document. Extant tools from large-N studies
are critical for documenting trends over time, as well as variations between immigrant and native-
born workers and within the vast immigrant workforce. However, these approaches are riddled
with challenges too. Surveys struggle to enumerate vulnerable workers such as undocumented
workers, and identifying instances where vulnerable workers—especially immigrants—experience
and push back against workplace abuses can be difficult. Immigrants are underrepresented in key
sampling frames; identifying their key characteristics (such as nativity and immigration status)
becomes ethically and logistically challenging for surveys and in administrative data. Citing con-
fidentiality, labor standards enforcement agencies do not typically attach identifying information
like demographic data to public claims data, and on the whole avoid collecting data on immigration
status altogether (Gleeson 2014).

Moving forward, therefore, a research agenda that centers racial capitalism in the study of im-
migrant worker precarity and justice initiatives must also center comparative historical methods,
as well as bottom-up approaches to capturing immigrant worker narratives. These ethnographic
data help us unpack the on-the-ground experiences behind color-blind policies of labor regulation,
immigration enforcement, and discrimination protections. The black letter of the law is impor-
tant, but discretion can make a big difference to how it is applied (Lipsky 1980) and when it does
and does not matter (Armenta 2012). Qualitative approaches that center an intersectional theo-
retical approach can help provide a clearer view of the mechanisms driving inequality (Solorzano
& Yosso 2001). Centering the voices of immigrant workers themselves also helps reveal moments
of immigrant agency, even in the face of significant challenges as immigrant workers strategize to
survive and enact social change (Gomberg-Muñoz 2010).
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